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Abstract
An analysis of the measurement of the magnetic flux in superconducting qubits based on RF
SQUIDs was carried out with an 800MHz bandwidth low-power-consumption cryogenic
high-electron-mobility transistor amplifier. The preliminary experimental results obtained at
temperatures 2K and 4K for RF SQUIDs in hysteretic, and in two non-hysteretic, regimes with
a pump frequency of about 30MHz are discussed. Parameters of RF SQUIDs in the hysteretic
and non-hysteretic modes are analyzed within the framework of the resistively and capacitively
shunted junction model for Josephson junctions. Its sensitivity at a temperature of 30mK and
frequency band (speed) are calculated and optimized to read the states of a flux qubit used as a
single microwave photon counter. It is shown that an RF SQUID, operated in an adiabatic
non-hysteretic mode for qubit readout, allows us to minimize its back-action effect and the dark
count rate. This is due to the absence of Josephson generation, the small amplitude of the
resonator electromagnetic field, and the selection of the pump frequency that does not coincide
with the characteristic frequencies of the flux qubit.

Keywords: quantum measurements, Josephson junction, flux qubit, DC/RF SQUID,
cryogenic HEMT amplifier, parametric up converter

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Superconducting qubits are macroscopic quantum objects
(artificial atoms), which form the basis for buildingmicrowave
(MW) quantum photonics and quantum information devices.
The MW single photon counter [1, 2] is a key element for a

∗
Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

range of prospective quantum technologies and applications
[3]. For example, the reliability of quantum cryptography pro-
tocols is based on the assumption that the secret code (key)
is distributed by single photons [4]. The generation of single
photons in the MW range using superconducting qubits has
already been achieved [5, 6]. The first single MW photon
counter [1] was created on the basis of a Josephson junction
with discrete energy levels and exploited MW-photon induced
transitions between them. For obvious reasons, it had a large
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Figure 1. Potential and energy levels of flux qubit in a two-well potential of the photon counter. (a) The counter is installed in the left well
by an external magnetic flux pulse Φe = 0.5052 ·Φ0. The distance between the ground and excited states of the qubit is∆T01 = (E1 −E0)/
kB ∼= 0.4K (f ≈ 8.2GHz). (b) The counter is installed to create a system of three levels at the point Φe = 0.5026 ·Φ0 with spacing
∆T02 = (E2 −E0)/kB ∼= 0.83K (f ≈ 17.4GHz).

dead time. This is the Joule heating of the Josephson junction
after it has absorbed MW photons and switched out of the
zero-voltage state to the voltage state. The junction cools down
to the equilibrium temperature with a thermal time constant,
which is long at low temperature T∼ 10mK. One possible
way to resolve this issue is to use the RF SQUID config-
uration loop (flux qubit with discrete nondegenerate spacing
energy levels) as a sensitive element of the MW single-photon
counter. In this case, the technique is analogous to the current
pulses installation of a Josephson junction counter [1], but for
a flux qubit, the tunneling process leads to a change in themag-
netic flux with a short thermal time constant. Rapid continu-
ous measurement of the final states of a qubit with minimum
back-action effect (and minimum number of dark counts) of
the classical readout device is a crucial experimental issue in
the area of MW quantum physics.

Figure 1 schematically shows the initial (the left well) and
final (the right well) states of the flux qubit after it has absorbed
an incident MW photon in the MW single photon counter [7].
The potential energy and energy levels of the flux qubit are
tuned to absorb MW single photons from the incident field.
The MW resonant photon h · f∼= E1 −E0 induces transition
from the lower energy level E0 (initial state) to the upper level
E1, for which the potential barrier separating the two classical
wells is smaller, so that qubit state tunnels from the ‘left’ well
to the ‘right’ one (final state). For the upper levelE1 the tunnel-
ing rate increases by a factor of approximately 103. The poten-
tial and energy levels are calculated by solving the Schrödinger
equation (by the method described in detail in the work [8])
with the following parameters: qubit inductance Lq = 240 pH,
critical current of the Josephson junction Ic = 2.01µA, SIS
junction capacitance C= 0.32 pF, and dimensionless para-
meter βL = 2π ·Lq · Ic/Φ0 = 1.3 shown in figure 1.

It can be seen from figure 1 that after tunneling from the
‘left’ well to the ‘right’ one (final state) the magnetic flux
in the qubit changes by ∆Φ≈ 0.3 ·Φ0, where Φ0 = h/2e≈

2.07× 10−15 Wb is the quantum of magnetic flux. Broadband
flux noise associated with the shunt resistor (∼10Ohm) of the
RF SQUID readout has the backaction effect on the qubit and
can lead to unwanted transitions, i.e. increase the number of
dark counts. One solution to this problem is to reduce this
effect by weak coupling the RF SQUID to the flux qubit, as
in the weak continuous measurement (WCM) method. There-
fore, the circuit is designed so that only a small fraction of
this flux change (∼0.01 ·Φ0) is transmitted to the RF SQUID
by inductive coupling. For such a method, the signal at the
SQUID input will have a value approximately equal to δΦ≈
3× 10−3Φ0

√
Hz

−1
, where δΦ, in other words, is the min-

imum resolvable value of the magnetic flux variations in the
frequency band.

Two basic requirements should be met to obtain discrete
energy levels in the potential wells of the qubit: (a) the
intrinsic temperature of the qubit must be reduced to T⩽
(E1 −E0)/20kB ∼ 20mK to suppress the effect of level mix-
ing by thermal fluctuations. Careful electrical filtering and
magnetic shielding can eliminate excess temperature due to
environmental noise. (b) The broadening of energy levels due
to dissipation should be small. The resistance introduced by
the control and readout circuits that can be ascribed to an equi-
valent resistor shunting the Josephson junction of the qubit
should be RΣ ⩾ 10 kOhm.

In principle, such a change in the magnetic flux in the qubit
∆Φ≈ 0.3 ·Φ0 can be measured in a relatively short time using
direct current SQUID (DC SQUID), which has a magnetic
flux noise of δΦ≈ 10−7Φ0/

√
Hz, and energy sensitivity of

δεV = δΦ2/2L≈ 10−33 JHz−1 [9, 10]. The DC SQUID can
be considered as a parametric detector with internal pump-
ing at the Josephson frequency ωJ/2π, (2eV= ℏωJ). To obtain
the sensitivity of the DC SQUID at this level, the operating
point should be set at a high voltage V, at which the electro-
magnetic fields of Josephson oscillations with frequencies of
30–100GHz directly affect themeasured quantum system. In a
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Figure 2. Schematic circuit diagram for recording a photon-induced transition in the flux qubit. The readout circuit based on RF SQUID
with Josephson junction critical current IC, capacitance C, and shunt resistance R. Oscillations in the resonator LT ·CT, with quality factor
Q, inductively coupled M2 to the interferometer, are excited by the current of the external generator IP = IPOcos(ΩP · t+ θ) and are
amplified by a HEMT amplifier based on AVAGO ATF36077 operating in unsaturated mode. The excitation frequency ΩP/2π ≈ 0.5GHz is
selected from the condition (E1 −E0)/ℏ≫ ΩP. A change in the magnetic flux in a qubit (after absorption of a photon) induces a change in
the flux (M1 signal) in an RF SQUID.

MW single photon counter, Josephson oscillations and broad-
band noise from shunt resistors of the DC SQUID readout
will lead to unwanted state transitions and to an increase in
the number of dark counts. These effects can be suppressed
by reducing the coupling between the flux qubit and the DC
SQUID, proportionally decreasing the signal amplitude [11].
Despite these drawbacks, only DC SQUIDs are currently used
to measure the flux qubit states by the method of WCM. Note
that since the time of appearance of a photon is unknown,
other measurement techniques, for example, with switching
‘on’ and ‘off’ of DC SQUIDS, are extremely inconvenient in
this case.

In an RF SQUID, a Josephson junction with a critical cur-
rent Ic, and a normal resistance R, is shunted by a supercon-
ducting circuit with a geometric inductance L. Since there is no
Josephson generation in RF SQUIDs, and one can choose the
pump frequency to be much lower than the characteristic fre-
quency of the MW photon, using RF SQUIDs for the readout

can reduce the number of dark counts. Another important para-
meter, the amplitude of the electromagnetic pumping field in
the resonator, depends on the mode of operation of the RF
SQUID and will be discussed below.

To register signals in RF SQUIDs, a basic tank circuit
is used (figure 2) with ‘external’ pumping current IP = IPO ·
cos(ΩP · t+ θ) from a generator at frequency ΩP/2π close to
the natural frequency ωT/2π = 1/(2π ·

√
LT ·CT) of the res-

onator, detuning ξ0 = (ΩP −ωT)/ωT ≪ 1 and quality factor
Q≫ 1 [10, 12]. The normalized external variable magnetic
flux a= 2π ·Φa/Φ0 is set in the SQUID interferometer via
inductive coupling M2 = k

√
L ·LT with the resonator so that

the condition k2 ·Q≈ 1 is satisfied.
The first stage of the high-electron-mobility transistor

(HEMT) amplifier with low DC power consumption (PDC ≈
3µW) at ultralow supply voltages in the unsaturated region of
the static characteristic [13] and low brightness temperature
[14] should be located at a temperature zone of the refrigerator
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with T ≈ 30mK [15]. A cryogenic amplifier placed at 30mK
allows us to reduce the intrinsic noise of the resonator and
improve the sensitivity of the RF SQUID. Furthermore, the
HEMT AVAGOATF36077 has a low gate leakage current and
a high mechanical stability during multiple thermal cycling.
All the above makes ATF36077 a suitable HEMT in the con-
sidered WCM method. A photon-induced transition is recor-
ded by the RF SQUID magnetometer and sent to the level
detector to send a trigger pulse to the computer, which records
this event and generates a signal for the next installation of the
flux qubit through the ‘potential tilt controlled’ block.

A change in the signal, at the input of the RF SQUID due
to the mutual inductanceM1, leads to variations in the voltage,
frequency, and phase of the oscillations in the tank resonator.
The magnetic flux-to-voltage (or phase) transfer coefficients,
sensitivity and back-action effects on the measured device
depend on many parameters and will be discussed below. Let
us now turn to the analysis of RF SQUIDs for measuring the
states of a flux qubit in the MW single photon counter, which
is a quantum object with discrete energy levels, as shown in
figure 1.

2. RF SQUID in hysteretic mode βL > 1

The magnetic flux in the RF SQUID loop Φ is directly related
to the phase difference φ at the junction and consequently to
the effective inductance of the Josephson junction LJ (Joseph-
son inductance)

φ= 2π · Φ

Φ0
, LJ =

Φ0

2π · Ic cos(φ)
. (1)

Therefore, any variations in the external magnetic flux in
the RF SQUID causes a change in the total reactive imped-
ance of the interferometer. In the hysteretic mode [5, 7], the
parameter βL = 2π ·L · Ic/Φ0 > 1 and, with a slow sweep of
the external flux φe(t)with respect to the switching time of the
interferometerΩP ≪ R/L, the dependence ofφ on the normal-
ized external flux φe = 2πΦe/Φ0 following from the station-
ary equation is multi-valued.

βL · sin(φ)+φ= φe (2)

The presence of areas of ambiguity in the function φ(φe) is
the main distinguishing feature of the hysteretic mode, and the
branches with dφ/dφe < 0 are unstable, which leads to jumps
from one stable state to another one and to a hysteresis in the
φ(φe) curve. Phase jumps and hysteretic losses occur when
the oscillation amplitude reaches the region near the critical
phase value φe ≈ φc (figure 3) proportional to βL, for which
the screening current in the RF SQUID reaches the critical cur-
rent of the junction.

The energy dissipated in the junction during the jump of
the hysteretic curve is taken from the resonant circuit. This
additional dissipation leads to the appearance of almost hori-
zontal steps in the high-frequency current–voltage (I−V) and
amplitude-frequency characteristics (AFC) of RF SQUIDs.
Examples of such almost horizontal steps are shown in

Figure 3. Dependence of the phase difference of the Josephson
junction φ on the normalized external magnetic flux φe in the RF
SQUID loop with βL = 9 and βL = 0.95. Arrows show the regions
of phase jumps while sweeping the external flux with the RF
generator φe ∝ sin(ΩP · t+ θ).

figure 4. It is important to note that the RF SQUID in the hys-
teretic mode operates mainly as a nonlinear active element,
although the root cause of the hysteresis losses is its nonlinear
inductance LJ given by equation (1).

This regime has been well studied [10, 12] and is widely
used in various classical experiments. The magnetic flux-to-
voltage transfer coefficient of the RF SQUID in the hysteretic
mode ηa = dVT/dΦe does not depend on the superconducting
properties of the junction.

ηa =
ΩP

k
·
√
LT
L

=
1

M2 ·ΩP ·CT
(3)

In the normal case, when the main source of noise is the
amplifier VNA, the transfer coefficient ηa determines the sens-
itivity of the RF SQUID in the frequency band ∆f

δε= δεA =
⟨δΦNA⟩2

2L ·∆f
=

1
2L

· ⟨VNA⟩2

|ηa|2 ·∆f
; δεA ∼

(
k
ΩP

)2

,

(4)

where the δε is the ultimate sensitivity of the SQUID in terms
of energy.

When measuring weak signals from quantum objects
without using feedback, the sensitivity can be improved,
see equations (3) and (4), by slightly reducing the coupling
coefficient k and abandoning the triangular signal charac-
teristic, which requires the condition k2 ·Q≈ 1 to be met.
However, the main ways to improve the sensitivity are to
increase the pump frequencyΩP and reduce the amplifier noise
(equations (3) and (4)). It is the increase in ΩP, as well as the
decrease in the noise of cooled amplifiers, that made it pos-
sible to approach the RF SQUIDs sensitivity limited only by
the noise in the Josephson junction [16, 17]. The uncertainty
of the oscillation amplitude at the time of the jump due to
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Figure 4. Sets of amplitude-frequency characteristics of RF SQUID in hysteretic regime measured at pumping frequency ∼30MHz at a
temperature of T = 4.2K in a frequency band of 15 kHz. (a) The resonator pumping amplitude changes by 1 dB per curve at a constant value
of external magnetic flux φe = 2π · n for all. In the region of low excitation amplitudes, the resonator is linear and there are no horizontal
steps or signal characteristics. (b) AFC for three values φe at constant excitation amplitude.

thermal fluctuations is a source of internal noise in the hys-
teretic regime of the RF SQUID. In figure 3 this specific sensor
noise area is indicated by dotted arrows. The width∆σ of the
probability density distribution of the jumps depends on the
temperature, ∆σ ∼ T2/3 [13], and causes a finite slope of the
steps in the RF current–voltage characteristics of the SQUID.
This slope originates from another noise ‘at the output’ of the
RF SQUID, namely, the thermal fluctuations in the resonator.
A numerical analysis of the RF SQUID sensitivity, taking into
account the noise of the interferometer, resonator, and amp-
lifier, was performed in [18]. This analysis is based on the
average slope of the step LJB ∼∆σ ∼ T2/3, introduced by the
authors, which is assumed to be constant along the step length.
The parameter LJB was used in almost all subsequent works
when optimizing the sensitivity of RF SQUIDs with βL > 1.
Analysis of the fine structure of the step [12, 19] shows that
there is a single minimum of local curvature on the step, which
determines the penetration of the resonator noise ‘to the out-
put’ (figure 5). Calculations of the RF SQUID sensitivity using
the LJB parameter give slightly worse figures as compared to
the real device.

In the diagram shown in figure 2, the temperature TT of
the resonator is approximately equal to the temperature of the
interferometer, TT ≈ T. The ratio of the noise intensities of the
resonator and the RF SQUID operating in its hysteretic mode
has the form [19,20]

(εV)T
(εV)min

≈ 1
2π · k2 ·Q

· L
LF

· TT
T
, LF =

(Φ0)
2

(2π)2 · kB ·T
(5)

Since k2 ·Q≈ 1 and L/LF ≪ 1 the contribution of the
resonator noise to the RF SQUID sensitivity is always
less than the ‘intrinsic’ noise determined by fluctuations
in the interferometer. However, when the RF SQUID with

Figure 5. I−V characteristics of the RF SQUID measured at
T∼= 2K for two values of the magnetic flux in hysteretic regime and
the corresponding measured derivatives dVT/dIP proportional to the
local curvature of the steps. The characteristic value of the width
dVT/dIP ∼ LJB is denoted by ∆σ. The optimal operating point for
the pumping current Iopt corresponds to the minimum local
curvature of the step.

parameters ηa ≈ 3.5× 1011 VWb−1, L≈ 240 pH, ΩP/2π ≈
0.5GHz, k2 ·Q≈ 1, Q≈ 300 is cooled down to temperat-
ures of 10− 15mK, the intrinsic noise of the interferometer
decreases proportionally to ∼T2/3, and the sensitivity estim-
ate at the optimal operating point IRF = Iopt (figure 5) leads
to the values δεV ⩽ 10−32 JHz−1. Note that the back-action
effect of the resonator noise ‘on the input’ increases if the first
stage of the amplifier and part of the resonator are at temper-
atures TT ≫ T, for example, in the temperature range 0.1–1K.
This emphasizes the importance of using a low DC power
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consumption HEMT amplifier [12–14] in the signal detection
circuit located at temperature ∼30mK.

However, the operation in the hysteretic (dissipative) mode
requires a sufficiently large pump current M2 · IP0 ·Q> ΦC ∼
IC and consequently a large electromagnetic field in the res-
onator. Therefore, one faces the difficult problem of shielding
the counter from the electromagnetic fields when measuring a
photon counter signal with a hysteretic RF SQUID. By choos-
ing the external pump frequency according to relations

ΩP ≪
E1 −E0

ℏ
, ΩP ̸=

E1 −E0

n · ℏ
, n= 1,2,3, . . . (6)

it is possible to reduce the probability of unwanted transitions
in the qubit due to multiphoton absorptions [3] and there-
fore of the number of dark counts. However, relatively large
pump amplitudes, dissipation and noise associated with the
uncertainty of magnetic flux jumps make it problematic to
use the hysteretic mode of RF SQUIDs in quantum measure-
ments. The electromagnetic field acting on the qubit, the losses
and the intrinsic noise of the interferometer can be radically
reduced by using the RF SQUID in the non-hysteretic mode.

3. RF SQUID in the non-hysteretic regime βL < 1

If the main parameter of the RF SQUID is less than unity
βL ⩽ 1, then there are no phase jumps and consequently no
hysteresis losses, and no noise associated with the uncertainty
of magnetic flux jumps. In the adiabatic non-hysteretic oper-
ation mode (determined with parameter q=ΩP ·L/R≪ 1)
equation (2) shows that at βL ⩽ 1 the interferometer states
φ(φe) are reversed with a change in sign of the pumping mag-
netic flux [12, 19, 20]. A change in the external signal causes a
change of the Josephson inductance of equation (1) and of the
total inductance of the interferometer coupled to the RF field
of the resonator. In other words, in this case, the RF SQUID is
a nonlinear reactive element in which not only the amplitude
but also the frequency and phase characteristics are important.
In the non-hysteretic adiabatic mode, the interferometer loop
of the RF SQUID operates as an ideal parametric up-converter,
and its own noises at the refrigerator temperature of 10mKwill
make a negligible contribution to the sensitivity of the whole
device [19, 20].

(εV)int ≈
kB ·T
4βL · fc

≈ kB ·T
4 · fc

(7)

Here fc = ωC/2π = Ic ·R/Φ0 is the characteristic frequency
of the RF SQUID Josephson junction. The intrinsic noise of
the interferometer with βL < 1 is approximately ωC/ΩP times
less than in the hysteretic mode. In the non-hysteretic regime
the RF SQUID sensitivity is limited by the resonator noise [16]

(εV)T ≈
1

βL ·ωC

kB ·T∗
T

γ
(8)

where γ = k2 ·Q ·βL ·ΩP/ωC, and T∗
T ≈ 30mK is the effect-

ive resonator temperature which takes into account the noise

Figure 6. AFC set measured for an RF SQUID in the non-hysteretic
mode with k2 ·Q ·βL > 1, βL ≈ 0.4 at constant external magnetic
flux φe ∼= 2π · (n+ 1/2), ωT/2π ∼= 30MHz, T ≈ 4K. The
excitation amplitude decreases by 1 dB per curve from the upper.
‘Vertical’ regions marked by arrows are observed both at positive
and negative detuning.

impact of a two-stage ultra-low-power consumption HEMT
amplifier [13, 14]. The ratio of the resonator noise of
equation (8) to the interferometer noise of equation (7) is
(εV)T/(εV)Int ≈ ωC/ΩP ≫ 1 and remains large. Since k2 ·Q ·
βL ⩽ 1, then, even if the influence of the amplifier is small
T∗
T ≈ TT. In this case, the resonator noise limits the sensitivity

of the RF SQUID in the non-hystereticmode. One can, without
much error, estimate this noise from expression (7), and for
βL ≈ 1, ΩP/2π ≈ 0.5GHz, T∗

T ⩽ 30mK, k2 ·Q ·βL ⩽ 1, this
gives (εV)T ≈ ξ× 10−33 JHz−1. Here, ξ is a coefficient of the
order of 1.

The achievement of the sensitivity approaching the
quantum limit δε · δt≈ h is hindered by the noises of the
resonator and amplifier. These contributions to the total sens-
itivity of the RF SQUID can be significantly reduced [19–21]
using the regime k2 ·Q ·βL ≫ 1, βL ⩽ 1, and choosing the
operating point in the vicinity of the ‘vertical’ regions on the
AFC, see figure 6. It is clear that if the operating point is
chosen close enough to such a ‘vertical’ region, then a small
change in the external flux (signal) will cause a significant
change in the amplitude and the phase of oscillations in the
resonator. Near the ‘vertical’ region, the flux-amplitude and
flux-phase transfer coefficients can be made much larger than
the value of equation (3). This condition, most probably, has
been realized so far only in [21].

By varying the detuning and the pump amplitude near
the ‘vertical’ region, we managed to obtain ηa,θ ≈ 4×
1012 VWb−1 in an RF SQUID with 30MHz pump frequency.
It follows from the analysis of the RF SQUID sensitivity [12,
19–21] that in this case the optimal operating point is near
the first maximum of the Bessel function J1(a), at a= 1.8.
With such transfer coefficients, the noise contribution of the

6
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Figure 7. (a) Numerical simulation using (11). Normalized detuning ξ/(k2 ·βL) (resonant frequency) of the RF SQUID with βL = 0.25 vs.
pumping amplitude a for two values of the external magnetic flux. Extreme resonator frequencies are denoted by ω1,ω2 (b). The extreme
frequency difference (ω1 −ω2)/2π as a function of βL for RF SQUID calculated using (12) t with parameters ω0/2π =ΩP/2π = 0.5GHz,
k2 ·Q= 1, Q= 300.

amplifier δεA ∼ |ηa,θ|−2 becomes negligible. However, with
an increase in the transfer coefficients near one of these
points, the input frequency band decreases as |ηa,θ|−1 [20, 21].
Moreover, the back action of the RF SQUID onto the qubit
also increases. The contribution of the resonator noise given by
equation (8) in comparison with the intrinsic noise of the inter-
ferometer (equation (7)) can be neglected only if this rather
complicated condition is satisfied

γ = k2 ·Q ·βL
ΩP

ωC
≫ T∗

T

T
(9)

Since ΩP is given by equation (6), then inequality (9) can
be satisfied by increasing Q,βL and (or) the coupling coeffi-
cient k2 with the interferometer. With this sensitivity improv-
ing scenario, it is necessary to take into account that the input
bandwidth of the photon counter decreases with the quality
factor rise, ∆f∼ Q−1.

To obtain sensitivity at the interferometer intrinsic noise
level δε · δt≈ h, one must meet condition (9), increase the
pump frequency to ΩP > (E1 −E0)/ℏ, use high enough nor-
mal junction resistance R≈ 100Ohm to maintain the adiabatic
approximation q=ΩP ·L/R≪ 1 and finite pumping amp-
litudes a≈ 1.8. Of course, this pump amplitude is smaller than
in the hysteretic mode, but it can also lead to unwanted counter
excitations.

4. RF SQUID in the regime βL ⩽ 1, k2 ·Q ·βL ⩽ 1 at
low pumping amplitudes

In any dispersive method for measuring a quantum sys-
tem state, one of the main requirements is to minimize the

amplitude of the electromagnetic field in the parametric res-
onator. From this point of view, let us consider the frequency
(phase) characteristics of the RF SQUID in non-hysteretic
(βL ⩽ 1) adiabatic (q≪ 1) mode under conditions k2 ·Q ·
βL ⩽ 1 , a≪ 1. In this limit, there are no vertical regions
(break points) in the frequency response curves, and the amp-
litude flux-voltage transfer coefficient ηa approaches the value
of equation (3) for βL ⩽ 1. Using the equations from ,[22] for
damping 2δ(a,φe,βL) and effective detuning 2ξ(a,φe,βL), we
can analyze these quantities at small amplitudes of the electro-
magnetic field in the parametric resonator of the RF SQUID.
In the limit a≪ 1, q≪ 1, leaving only terms proportional to
βL,β

2
L for damping and detuning in the original equations, we

obtain

2δ(a,φe,βL)∼= Q−1 (10)

2ξ(a,φe,βL)≈ 2ξ0 − k2 ·βL

[
2 · J1(a)

a
cos(φe)

−βL
J1(2a)
a

cos(2φe)

]
. (11)

At low SQUID excitation amplitudes, the damping of
equation (10) is practically independent of φe. It follows that,
at small amplitudes, the AFC have the same form as for a
linear resonator with a constant quality factor. All nonlinear
effects are associated with detuning given by equation (11),
which is a Φ0-periodic function of the external magnetic flux.
Figure 7(a) shows the numerical simulation using (11) for the
normalized dependences of the resonant frequency of the para-
metric resonator on the oscillation amplitude for two values of
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the magnetic flux φe. In the limit a→ 0, all signal character-
istics of the RF SQUID are confined in the range between two
extreme frequencies ω1,ω2 and do not depend on the oscilla-
tion amplitude.

ω1 −ω2

ω0
= k2 · βL

1−β2
L

. (12)

Expression (12) is valid for any βL < 1. Figure 7(b) shows
the numerical simulations using (12) for the extreme fre-
quency difference (ω1 −ω2)/2π as a function of βL. In the
region βL = 0.95± 0.05, the range of frequency variations of
the parametric resonator and the corresponding transfer coef-
ficients increase sharply. For quantum measurements, it is
important that the high sensitivity of the RF SQUID, lim-
ited by the resonator noise, can be obtained in the region
of extremely small driving amplitudes a= 2π ·ΦaΦ

−1
0 ≪ 1,

formally at a→ 0.
So, by choosing the pump frequency far from the reson-

ance of the two-level system ΩP ≪ (E1 −E0)/ℏ and making
the amplitude of the electromagnetic field in the cavity of the
parametric converter extremely small (slightly larger than the
natural thermal fluctuations of the resonator), one can signi-
ficantly suppress the back-action effect of the non-hysteretic
RF SQUID readout on the flux qubit in the MW single photon
counter.

5. Concluding remarks

Three scenarios of WCMs of states of the flux qubit in a single
photon counter by RF SQUIDs are considered. The proper
choice of RF SQUID parameters is dictated by the follow-
ing. The RF SQUID loop inductance of L≈ 200 pH is determ-
ined to match the flux qubit inductance. The excitation fre-
quency ΩP/2π ≈ 500MHz was chosen so that it is much less
than the resonant frequency of the qubit (E1 −E0)/ℏ, and
does not coincide with the multiphoton absorption peaks of
the qubit as a two-level artificial atom. The shunt resistance of
the Josephson SIS junction R≈ 10Ohm is given by the exist-
ing technology [23]. With such a shunt resistance, the para-
meter that determines nonadiabatic phenomena and losses in
the interferometer is quite small, q=ΩP ·L/R≈ 0.06. This
value can be reduced by an order of magnitude by using other
types of Josephson junctions [20, 23, 24].

With these parameters, the magnetic flux sensitivity of the
RF SQUID to a flux change in its input loop at T⩽ 30mK

in the hysteretic regime is δΦmin ≈ 7× 10−7Φ0

√
Hz

−1
) with

the maximum energy sensitivity δεV ≈ 10−32 JHz−1. How-
ever, using a RF SQUID in this mode in quantum measure-
ments is limited by hysteresis losses and, most importantly, by
the need to use large resonator pump amplitudes. In the non-
hysteretic adiabatic regime, the RF SQUID is a sensitive para-
metric up-converter. As noted above (figure 7(b)), its transfer
coefficient and sensitivity rapidly increase at βL → 1, a≪ 1.
To implement the necessary condition βL = 0.95± 0.05, with
L= 200 pH, the critical current of the RF SQUID Joseph-
son junction must be in the interval Ic = 1.5–1.65µA. In this
case, the McCumber parameter βC = 2π ·R2 · Ic ·C/Φ0 ≈ 0.1

and the influence of thermal fluctuations is small 2πkBT/
(Ic ·Φ0)⩽ 10−3 at a temperature T ≈ 10mK. The maximum
speed of the RF SQUID is determined by the resonator band-
width, which is about 1MHz at the resonator quality factor
Q≈ 300–400. From the point of view of quantum meas-
urements, the main advantages of the non-hysteretic adia-
batic regime of the RF SQUID are: (a) extremely low amp-
litudes of the electromagnetic field in the resonator, which
means very small back-action effect of the RF SQUID on the
qubit; (b) sufficiently high transfer coefficients and sensitiv-

ity to the input signal δΦmin ≈ 2.2× 10−7Φ0

√
Hz

−1
, δεV ≈

10−33 JHz−1. This estimation of the RF SQUID sensitivity in
the non-hysteretic adiabatic regime is still an order of mag-
nitude from the quantum limit, which justifies the use of the
classical theory at the 10mK temperature range in our work.

Advances in the technology of manufacturing high-quality
Josephson junctions with small area and high critical cur-
rent densities have made it possible to obtain a sensitivity for
DC SQUIDs approaching the quantum limit: δεVδt≈ h, and
hence enabled their application in quantum measurements.
New experimental methods of the ‘dispersive readout’ type
for measuring the state of superconducting qubits using DC
SQUIDs have been proposed and tested [25–28]. This dis-
persive readout technique is very close to that considered in
our paper. In many instances, readout back-action decreases
with lowering readout pumping amplitude. The signal detec-
tion channel considered in this work and based on an almost
ideal parametric transducer, combines minimal back action
with high sensitivity and speed, and are potentially applicable
to continuous monitoring of the flux-qubit-based single MW
photon counter.

The experiments with RF SQUIDs at temperatures 2K and
4.2K were carried out using a network analyzer (sweep gener-
ator) similar to [29] at the Institute for Low Temperature Phys-
ics and Engineering and the data analysis was carried out by
the authors jointly.
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